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SAVE THE DATE
The date and location of the joint Nautical Archaeology Society (NAS)/Ordnance
Society Conference has now been confirmed. The conference will be held at the
University of Portsmouth (Portland Building) on 16th and 17th November 2019.
Educational events may be held on the 15th. A conference dinner is planned for
the Saturday night (16th) – venue to be confirmed.
The call for papers will open in May 2019.
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From the Editor – Graham Whittington
Thanks to everyone who sent in articles, photos, comments and queries for this
edition of the newsletter and for inclusion in future editions. Please keep them
coming. Articles from ‘first-time’ contributors are particularly welcome – book
reviews, visit or interest reports, etc. Things you take for granted may not be known
to other members but will be of interest to them.
The next edition will be published in April 2019 – copy needed by 28th February.
Please send copy, electronically if possible as a WORD document, to
graham.whittington@hotmail.co.uk – contact me for my address if you need to
send your copy in paper form. The contributor should ensure that any copyrighted
material has permission for use and that the original owner is attributed.
Thanks again to Neil Grant for the excellent programme of visits he arranged for
2018. The visits for 2019 will be available to book soon – keep an eye on the OS
website. Details will also be published in the newsletters.
The ‘Iron Harvest’
Some of you many have seen the article in The Sunday Telegraph (21st October
2018) entitled the Deadly Fruits of the Iron Harvest. Although I had obviously been
aware that, 100 years on, there were still vast quantities of munitions on WW1
battlefields I was, nonetheless, shocked by the statistics. The article states that in
Belgium alone, every year some 250 tons are discovered, mainly by farmers
ploughing their fields, in what is known as the ‘Iron Harvest’, Since 1918 In the Ypres
area alone, 360 people have been killed and 550 injured.
The article reports on the brave men of the Belgian Army bomb disposal unit which
is clearing the Flanders battlefields. The unit, whose motto is, We Do Not Fear The
Danger, has lost 23 personnel since it was established at the end of WWII. The
‘harvest’ is taken back by the team to their headquarters for cleaning and
examination. If a shell cannot be identified it is X-rayed on site. High explosive shells
are destroyed by controlled detonation.
The toxic shells are the most dangerous as their contents are beginning to leak. The
team have a new €16.8 million facility for dealing with these - the original facility
blew up in 2012. From April 2017 to October 2018 the facility processed 350,000
shells containing phosgene or mustard gas. During WW1 66,000,000 toxic shells were
fired containing arsenic, white phosphorus, phosgene or mustard gas.
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From Terry Gander- Book Review
L’Artillerie Allemande. Organisation, Armement et Équipement 1914-1918
by Ricardo Recio Cardona
Edtions Heimdal. Cost £89.00 from Amazon
The arrival of this book relating to German
artillery of the Great War period is welcome
as there are few references for OS members
interested in the period and when they are
available they are usually difficult to find. This
book adds to the library shelf and it must be
said that it is a very handsome and wellproduced work.
The layout, clarity and variety of illustrations
are excellent and are often printed full or
two-page A4 size on high quality paper.
There are also some side-on drawings in
colour,
plus
random
scatterings
of
accessories, projectiles and markings, a few
also in colour. The text is in French.

Having said all that, some are going to be disappointed for the coverage of
equipments is very far from comprehensive. Chapters relate to overall organisation,
field, mountain, heavy and trench artillery, all with variable coverage from
extensive to scant. Flak is barely included apart from a few illustrations in the
organisation chapters, and there is no mention of coastal weapons. Many pieces
are not even mentioned or are glossed over. In their place there are sections on
chemical warfare, artillery tactics and small arms. About one fifth of the illustration
pages are devoted to gunners in uniform. Most of the latter are group or individual
portraits posed in photographers’ studios.
Having stated all that, this book is still very worthy of consideration, despite the cost.
Many of the hardware illustrations feature some very interesting artillery pieces,
many of them completely unknown to the reviewer. Numerous action or front line
scenarios are included.
Overall the impression is favourable but perhaps it would be apposite to describe
the work as a coffee table book rather than a comprehensive survey. It is definitely
a book for the long winter evenings.
Three stars out of five.
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From Ian McKenzie
Preserving the Past /Funding the Future
The recent donation of the Bob Campbell library to the society and Trevor’s work on
some papers of John Day has reminded me of the fact that we are only temporary
custodians of the information and objects we possess. Furthermore, the Society has
amongst its objectives the preservation of ordnance related artefacts. I’m not
suggesting for one minute that the society offer its self as a repository for such items.
I don’t think we want to end up with shoe boxes of newspaper clippings on
‘Coastal Artillery from 1945 to its disbandment’ for example! Rather that the Society
should encourage members to consider what they have and how it could be best
passed on to future generations. Is there anything we can do to help enable this?
As the title line indicates I believe there are two important elements to this matter.
Preserving the past – ideally collections should be able to pass in whole or part to
others (if not to family members) who have similar interests. Whilst this might be to
museums or other institutions it could involve sale through appropriate specialist
militaria and book sellers.
Funding the future – Many members will have families who might often have little
interest or understanding of this odd pastime of ours. Never the less it is only right
that they benefit as much as possible from the ‘musty books’ and ‘bits of junk’ that
have been gathered so assiduously over the years rather than they disappear into
a skip or a knock down clearance sale.
How might the Society help?
Firstly, by encouraging members to think about the possibilities and how they might
be addressed. Writing a ‘letter of intent’ to accompany their will suggesting how
their collections might be best dealt with could be a good first step for people to
take.
Are there appropriate indexing, cataloguing or recording tools we could highlight
or make available?
Digital photography of items in collections might be encouraged for example.
Also, perhaps the photographing or scanning of original or fragile documents.
These images might then be preserved by sharing through the Society web site!
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Is a ‘Members Archive’ page for permanent storage of images a possibility?
In recent issues of Current Archaeology, the scanning of 35mm slides (remember
them?) has been discussed. The Historical Environment Image Resources (HEIR)
project at the Oxford Institute of Archaeology offer to carry this out for free for
archaeological images. The images are then made available for access through
their web site. I do not know if members have any such slide collections or if it
would be possible for the Society to offer a similar arrangement (perhaps within
limits!).
Suggestions are also made in the article as to how to triage image collections prior
to preservation.
Could we list museums or institutions that might consider accepting in to their
collections various categories of book or artefact? We would need to sound them
out beforehand.
Similarly, for specialist militaria and book sellers where better prices for items might
be realised than through a general clearance sale (with the disclaimer that such
mention does not constitute endorsement by the Society).

________________________________________________________________________________

From Rob Morgan
Extreme Artillery?
That's the term used by the publishers to describe the contents of Osprey
Publishing's 'New Vanguard' title No 265, which will be published at Christmas
2018 (price £10.99), in time for Santa. The title is...
"Superguns: 1854-1991" and the author is Steve Zaloga. The 'blurb' mentions the
Paris Gun, Nazi V-3, and of course the Project Babylon of Gerald Bull.
Given the rash of ordnance titles from Osprey in recent years, amongst many
others, I'm surprised they don't turn up more frequently in the pages of the
Newsletter. Perhaps they're too well known and good value, to require comment!
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From Geoff Smith
Artilleryfest 2018
The closure of the world class artillery museum at Woolwich was a major blow to our
interests. Since then there have been considerable efforts by the Royal Artillery
Association to find a new permanent home for the collection. These things
inevitably take a considerable amount of time so it was encouraging to hear that a
major display had been organised at Larkhill, the home of British Artillery, and
hopefully the site of a proposed future museum.
The event was well attended,
including a great turn out by
old gunners and serving
troops, to the extent that late
civilian
applicants
were
unlucky.

The display area was surrounded
by artillery including a BL Krupp, 18
pdrs in both WW1 and WW2
configuration and early and late
25 pdrs - all served by crews using
accurate drill and fire orders of
their period.
Modern kit was present in a 105
Light gun carrying a lot more
electronics than the one I fired way back and the whole presided over by the
impressive AS 90 (Gun Equipment 155 mm L131) - our largest piece in land service
and capable of well over 35km range.
Between firing demonstrations there was opportunity to visit the beginnings of the
new museum. Only a fraction of the collection can be accommodated in the
present building but it was well presented and a promise of things to come.
7

A great treat was a tour of the Larkhill ammunition collection, the army's teaching
collection and rarely open to the public. To describe it as comprehensive would be
an understatement with projectiles and fuzes from the earliest times to those not yet
in service. GPS is now not only deployed in gun laying but can be used on
terminally guided shells. Expensive, but one round can replace a whole battery fire
and with precision that makes it possible to engage targets who increasingly use
the civilian population as a shield. One major surprise was to learn that our armed
services pay VAT on all kit including ammunition.
Shrewton Silver Band (2018 National Finalists) provided musical entertainment and
the refreshments were well attended.
The event closed with the display teams using up any remaining blanks and a
promise that there will be a bigger and better display next year. It is hoped that the
OS can be actively involved and members will be notified as soon as we hear a
date.
_________________________________________________________________________________
From Terry Gander - Book Review
American Mobile Breechloading Artillery 1875-1953 by Glen M Williford
Schiffer Publishing Ltd 2016. £43.99 from Amazon
The title of this well-produced book states exactly what the contents are and
although many will bemoan that categories such as anti-aircraft and coastal
artillery are not included that still leaves a lot to be covered. Starting from the first
breech-loading artillery pieces to appear following the muzzle-loader surpluses of
the Civil War period, every mobile American artillery piece is included, plus the nonAmerican items that entered US service.
The scope of this book is therefore extensive; there is even a section relating to US
Navy landing guns. There are descriptions of many guns and howitzers that most
non-American artillery buffs will never have heard of, and that includes your
reviewer. A few examples follow.
One is that in 1918-1919 the USA took no less than 651 captured German 10.5cm
leFH 16nA howitzers (German: leichte Feldhaubitze "light field howitzer") to enter the
US Army’s reserve arsenal and at one time even considered using them as the basis
for their next generation of field artillery.
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As late as 1945 the Americans
were manufacturing the 37mm
Infantry Gun T32 and even
fielded a few in the Pacific
theatre. Some of the early
American designs now look
very odd indeed, none being
odder in appearance than the
4.7in Howitzer M1907 with its
cluster of recoil/recuperator
cylinders almost concealing the
short barrel – the illustration
provided illustrates what I
mean.
Also included is the little-known 2.5in Sims-Dudley Dynamite Gun deployed in Cuba
in 1898. But I could go on…..
The main message of
this review is that this is
a book that every
artillery enthusiast and
student will want and
that
it
is
well
recommended.
The
illustrations, many in
colour, are clear and
sharp;
the
text
is
succinct
and
the
specification tables are
all there.
Also included is a list of the main American artillery manufacturers.
My one beef is that the coverage ends with 1953 as there have been many
American artillery designs since then. One of them was photographed by me many
years ago and I am still trying to discover its identity – can anyone help?
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From Rob Morgan
A Gun in Cartagena
I was rushing out of the Museo
Militar in Cartagena, when I
spotted this gun in a comer,
and paused just long enough
to take one photo of it on my
way through the gateway.
Looking at it now, my first
thought was that this was an
Italian gun, probably from
the Civil War period.
The
Museo
is
actually
crammed with Civil War guns
and equipment, including a
lot of Italian ordnance, which
arrived after the collapse of
the Republic - this region was
the last to capitulate to
Franco in 1939. The Museo
Militar was the barracks of an
Artillery Regiment, Royal,
then Republican and later
Nationalist, for most of the
twentieth century, incidentally.
This gun certainly isn't a standard Italian piece, like a Canone 75/27-06, or a 75/3237, it just has an Italian 'look'. A deal of thought, and thumbing the odd reference
book, suggests to me that this could be a Skoda 76.5mm vz 30, or possibly a 75mm
vz 28, it certainly has a similar barrel. Though the wheels are clearly not original, and
do suggest a horse drawn gun. The shield with gunners' seats and wheel-guards go
along with this. If l am right, and this is a Skoda, then perhaps the gun was one of the
many handed over in war reparation in 1918, and went on to serve with the Italian
CTV? Many of Skoda's guns were taken by the Germans, from the Czechs, or from
the Jugoslavs who bought them pre- war. So, possibly it was one of the many
weapons, including tanks and SP guns, transferred to Spain during WWII by the
Germans? The Museo, incredibly, has a Stug Ill from the same suppliers, under
reconstruction in its workshops.
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Queries from Martin Little - mlittle159@aol.com
Porthcawl Cannon & Ammo Box
My name is Martin Little and I'm an archaeologist based in South Wales.
1.
A few years back I was able to retrieve two cannon from a beach due to the huge
storms that took place. Please feel free to Google it & see for yourself. Editor’s note:
I found this easily – it’s an interesting story.
Here is the link https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-south-east-wales-25709977

Amongst the smaller associated artefacts were two Irish Farthings dated 1744. This
led me to one wreck that was historically known.
In an article written in the 1853 publication Archaeologica Cambrensis it states
"Many of the soldiers, lost in one of the transports, sent from Bristol in the Irish
Rebellion of 1798, which encountered contrary winds, were buried in Cae Newydd,
near Porthcawl,"
From what shipwreck records I can gather, the only candidate that fits the artefacts
is one of a flotilla of 5 troopships that apparently sailed from Bristol to Ireland during
the "Wolf Tone Rebellion". It was ever so briefly mentioned by Simon Delaney in the
final episode of his series "Tales of Irish Castles"
I've previously worked out that the wreck was not a naval vessel as I had originally
surmised but a commercial ship requisitioned (I assume) to take the troops. There
are no naval records of any ship leaving Bristol for this purpose. Additionally, the
large cannon has been identified as being made for commercial use and being
made mid 1700's.
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The wreck is repeated in various local history books but there is no mention of any
further details. No name of the ship or the ships that made it. No record in Ireland of
them arriving - although their records are not stored centrally and are incomplete,
no record of who was on those ships. I've tracked various local militia of the day but
again the records were not legally kept until shortly afterwards so again no luck.
A theory has been suggested that the whole affair was hushed up for political
reasons. The time in question was highly volatile & such a large loss of life was not
good news. However, could such a thing really be kept secret? The loss of life has
been quoted as 200 with no survivors. There is no record of them being buried as this
was before they had to be placed in consecrated ground.
I picked up a book called "Shipwreck Index of the British Isles volume 5 based on the
Lloyds Register" but even that had no note of any ships leaving Bristol around the
time of the rebellion.
So I am in need of your help in looking through any publication you deem
appropriate & I will certainly accept any advice that you can think of in the
process.

2:
Additionally, I have been granted access to six wooden crates which I am
struggling to determine their precise use and history. I have attached two photos.
They are lined with a silver metal.

Any observations or insights from OS Members would be greatly appreciated.
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Research Enquiries forwarded from the RA Historical Society and RA Archive
1. From Rob Alston - Lt Col R N Alston MBE RA - robnalston@hotmail.com
I wish to create an authoritative list of the official small arms weapons issued to
Royal Artillery units over our 300 years. I am sure that there have been hundreds of
different types of weapons issued for specific purposes, but I am hoping that I can
establish a reasonable finite list of the ‘standard’ RA sidearms. Looking back over
recent history, that list might be SA80, SLR, SMG etc. I would like to go as far back
as I can.
I am interested in primary weapons (i.e. musket or rifle), issued pistol (noting that
many were privately purchased) and support weapons commonly issued to RA
units, such as GPMG and LAW.

2. From Sian Mogridge (RA Archive) on behalf of an enquirer
sm@RoyalArtilleryMuseum.com
“I’m writing a story about the Queen’s Rangers in the American Revolution
including their use of a 3-pounder Grasshopper gun. Along the way, I’ve come
across some conflicting histories of cannon boring.
Most stories about Woolwich Arsenal mention the Verbruggans modernized the
cannon casting and boring process for the British Army using technology
developed by Maritz for the French in the 1750s. If what I read is correct, the
Verbruggans also began external lathe turning of the tube in addition to boring the
bore. Most of their work was with bronze.
Other sources say John Wilkinson is credited with the same boring and turning
process for iron barrels, and was granted a patent for the process initially, and is
given credit for beginning the industrial revolution. The conflict I see is that the
technology of making the barrels would be the same whether iron or bronze, and
the Verbruggans appear to have perfected the process and had it in use prior to
Wilkinson.
Is there any record of a connection between Wilkinson and the Verbruggans? Was
the credit given to Wilkinson due to the Crown making the Verbruggan’s process at
Woolwich secret?
I understand Wilkinson is lauded as someone who made the steam engine possible
by his boring process, but wonder if there should be greater credit given to
Woolwich for the processes.”
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‘Wilkinson taught the French how to bore cannon from solid castings; and he cast
all the tubes, cylinders, and ironwork required for the Paris waterworks.’
So as you can see, I’m just a little bit confused, since the French had been boring
solid castings for cannon barrels since the mid-1750s with the system designed by
Johan Maritz. If Wilkinson reinvented cannon boring, how was it different from the
processes of Maritz/Verbruggen? While I’m sure there are a lot of details different to
an engineer (such as the boring bits used in iron and bronze machining), from the
surface, it looks like Wilkinson merely made improvements to or simply took
advantage of the work of others.
Wilkinson certainly deserves accolades for making the steam engine possible, but
him exploding on the scene (if you’ll excuse the pun) with steam cylinders and iron
cannon barrels so soon after the Verbruggen’s arrival at Woolwich is puzzling. If I
were writing about steam engines instead of Grasshoppers, I suppose the question
wouldn’t have arisen.”
_______________________________________________________________________________
From Graham Whittington – Book Review
The Luger – Neil Grant with Illustrations by Johnny Shumate and Alan Gilliland
Osprey Publishing ISBN 978-1-4728-1973-4
Thanks to Neil for presenting me with a copy of his latest publication – The Luger.
You can learn everything you ever
wanted to know about the Luger as this
book
comprehensively
covers
the
development, use and impact of this
iconic pistol.
I found the book fascinating from the first
page and in fact read it twice in the
space of a couple of weeks as several
times the text led me to research
tangential subjects related to pistol
development.
Neil’s writing style is fluid, making for an
easy read while covering the technical
subjects thoroughly. The illustrations and
coloured plates enhance the text.
I wholeheartedly recommend this book.
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From Rob Morgan
The Maxim Mg 08/15
Here's a re-enactor from the'1914-21 Society' with an MG 08/15, the
lightened version of the standard Imperial German Maxim 08 heavy machine
gun. I'm grateful to Martyn Clarke of the Society for the photograph.

The original 08 was a heavy sled or tripod mounted weapon, and this was a
cheaper, lighter and more mobile gun, introduced in the early months of
1917. However, it was still relatively heavy at around 33+lbs, and with a crew of
four. Air-cooled, and with a bipod mount, clearly seen in the photo; the gunner
used a shoulder gunstock and pistol grip to fire 7.92 mm rounds, belt-fed and
carried in 50 round boxes. It was capable of some 400 or so rpm. All of the
08/15s were made at the Spandau Arsenal, hence the well-known nickname
for the gun.
Some 130,000 of them were produced, and by the time of the great 1918
offensives, the gun vastly outnumbered the heavier 08 in terms of numbers in
service, I think about 72,000 of them were made. An interesting point is that
some commentators suggest that accuracy was only achieved with short bursts,
while the tripod mounted 'heavy' was very effective indeed.
The MG 08/15 was used in the 1mg assault role by Sturmtruppen in the
Kaiserschlacht offensive in Spring 1918, despite its weight and the crew
numbers required. Interestingly, the Germans like several other armies had
many examples of the excellent Danish Madsen 1902 1mg, some of which were
15

used by the assault troops, and could, arguably, have been purchased in
greater numbers and more widely used- it weighed only 20lbs.
There are many well- known photographs of German troops in this late war
campaign using captured Lewis guns, which were very popular, weighing
around 25lbs, and in both cases these assault and infantry support lmgs
required a crew of only two.
Viewed in this way, the MG 08/15 is something of an enigma, as early film of
heavily burdened troops lugging the thing around shell craters and mudholes
seems to show; but then the Germans did have several thousand of the
excellent, and lighter, Bergmann MP15n A as an equivalent lighter weapon,
and the Bergmann MP18 for close assault purposes, so perhaps inevitably, roles
overlapped, given the straits in which the Imperial Army found itself by 1918?
_________________________________________________________________________________
From Nick Gold BA, MSc
Reply to Query - Issue 121 Pneumatic Gun
Operation Sealion Pneumatic Ram for pile-driving German ‘Mulberry’ portable
harbour support legs into seabed.
With a particular interest in Operation Sealion (the German invasion of the UK
mainland in WW2) I noticed the pneumatic gun featured in the Les Invalides
courtyard looks remarkably like a pneumatic ram shown in a photograph on page
19 in Dr P Schenk’s article on Operation Sealion in ‘After The Battle’ No.69. Schenk
identifies the gun as a pneumatic ram which was to be used to pile-drive the
supporting legs of the portable German ‘Mulberry’ harbours into the seabed, which
were to be used during the invasion. Schenk’s article also shows a photograph of a
surviving pneumatic ram at the Batterie Todt museum, again matching the
pneumatic gun in the Les Invalides courtyard. I live in Bexhill-on-sea on the East
Sussex coast which was a target to be captured by the German 34. InfanterieDivision during the Operation Sealion invasion, hence my interest.
Photos can be seen on page 21 of the free download of ‘After The Battle No.69 at
https://azdoc.pl/after-the-battle-069-operation-sealion.html
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From Rob Morgan
Milemete, Ordnance and Missiles?
Geoff Smith's brief notes in Newsletter 121 deserve a little expansion I feel.
Leaving Milemete's gun aside for a moment, most of the other devices and
engines shown all have their roots in the Far East, well the Chinese did invent
almost everything! Where repeating weapons, unusual and troublesome
missiles and the use of kites are all concerned, I'd thoroughly recommend Dr.
Stephen Tumbull's two excellent Osprey titles on 'Siege Weapons of the Far
East' ( Vol 1+2,) which provide detailed information as well as a good, short
bibliography. Turnbull covers an astonishing range of weapons including the
earliest cannon and throwing a bee hive was nothing unusual. As for
accurately illustrating trebuchet slings and the 'technical accuracy' of
illustrations generally, I'm reminded of Leonardo da Vinci's 'JI Cadice
Atlantico' (somewhat later than 1326!) and his drawing of a Trebuchet rigged
to throw a dead horse into a city. Leonardo, no mean artist they say, must
have been familiar with the principles of the throw and with the structure of
the engines, but look at his sling....?
There are some awful contemporary, and worse later, drawings of torsion,
traction and counterweight siege engines around, but it's only the general
impression which mattered, showing the component parts, works and structure
in the right places.

'Who believes that the gun illustrations are technically accurate?' Geoff Smith
asks. Well, technical accuracy in the early 1300's can't have been a major
issue for any illustrator, apart of course from the vital elements of Heraldry.
Guns?
Well, a passing fancy, probably! But wait a moment.....a careful examination
of the manuscript gun will give more than a hint at a shape which crops up in
nineteenth century ordnance... a 'soda- bottle'.
17

The shape is exactly that of one of the Dahlgren Columbiad heavy guns of the
American Civil War period, as shown here. Other members will be better placed
to comment (and I hope they do!) on the interesting Dahlgren design, which
was said to 'equalise strain, and concentrate more weight of metal in the gun
breech where the greatest pressures were created'. Well, perhaps the earliest
gun-builders learned quickly, by trial and error, that the hefty breech had its
value, was safer, and more efficient? All the illustrator did was show how it
worked.
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From Rob Morgan
Pulemet Maksima 1910 (or, 'my favourite machine gun')
My favourite machine gun indeed! It had the longest production run of any
of the Maxim versions made, and this gun was made in vast numbers, I've not
encountered an estimate for the numbers manufactured but someone else
may know. Not surprisingly, it achieved popularity as it served well under the
most vile of conditions and extremes of climate, and proved ideal for the
Russians and later, Soviets, in a number of conflicts. It was a heavy beast, and
usually mounted on a small wheeled carriage- almost like a field gun! This
was the Sokolov mount, with a turntable for traversing and a wheel operated
screw to elevate; and in addition it usually sported a removable gun shield as
shown in the photographs. The weight of the whole weapon, incidentally,
was a little under 75 kg, and it was dragged by its gunners using a U-shaped
handle. In the worst of conditions it could be found mounted on carts or
sleds. Weight aside this was a tremendously efficient machine gun, and
could be fired almost endlessly, and required very little maintenance.
Distinctive because of the wheeled Sokolov mount, and the corrugated
jacket the 1910 was encountered in WWI, the Russian Civil War and other
post-1918 conflicts. It cropped up in large numbers in China, proved a popular
weapon on armoured trains, and fast 'Tchanka' carts. It proved equally
reliable in the Spanish Civil War, and in 'The Great Patriotic War' - in Korea too,
and in Vietnam. There are many photographs extant of the '1910' being used
by German and other Axis troops, as they recognised it had obvious, and
immense, combat value. It's cyclic rate of fire being over 500 rpm by a fabric
belt.
I've long believed that
where ordnance, indeed
weapons of any sort, is
concerned, re-enactors
can teach us a great
deal.
The PM 1910 shown here
is a WWII specimen, and
the crews shown here
are Russians in Imperial
service from the '1914-21
Society's' Eastern Front
group (I'm grateful to Martyn Clarke of the Society for the use of the
photographs).
19

Though this is a heavy gun, and looks it, I'm given to understand that the crew
can move it easily and rapidly on the Sokolov mount, using the handles, and
additional ropes on the axle, four men being effective.

Does anyone know of examples in Regimental or other military museums?
______________________________________________________________________________
Query from Terry Gander
Request for Identification
Having acquired a large collection of copy
negatives of artillery and armoured vehicles
some years ago, it is only recently that I
have had the time to sort through and
identify them.
There are still many that I cannot find in my
at-hand references but there is one
particular item that I feel sure I should know,
especially as the number of anti-aircraft
guns designed and manufactured is, by
contrast with most other artillery types,
relatively limited. It also looks familiar.
If anyone can help me out I will be very
grateful.
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From Graham Whittington
OS Visit – Tank Driving
Thanks to Neil Grant for organising a
very enjoyable experience - tank
driving on a working farm at Juniper
Leisure in Wiltshire. This visit proved so
popular that Neil had to split the
group over two days.

I was in the October group and
fortunately the weather was perfect with
enough mud from rain earlier in the week
to give an authentic experience – You
need to be prepared to get messy and to
dress appropriately. The whole set-up
was very professional and the staff very welcoming. Safety was paramount and the
catering and facilities were excellent.
There were around 20 people on the
course and everyone got a turn on
each vehicle – Chieftain MBT, Abbot
SPG, the FV432 APC and a Stormer
tracked vehicle.

Spectators were welcome and got the
chance for rides on a couple of the
vehicles including the Abbott (see left)
and the Chieftain MBT.
I would strongly recommend this to anyone who wants to play with big boys (or
girls) toys.
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From Trevor Parker
Where Are They Now?
In 1992 the Ordnance Society had a fascinating visit to Fort Halstead near
Sevenoaks in Kent, which was then part of DERA – the Defence Evaluation and
Research Agency.
The site closed in or soon after 2011 and one souvenir I have from our visit is the
attached list entitled: “HISTORIC ORDNANCE – DRA FORT HALSTEAD”. As some
people will know I am an advocate of recording and publishing details of historic
ordnance, including its location; and I wonder if this list can be updated with the
current location of the items – can YOU help? If the list can’t be updated, then
perhaps we should formalise a project to record the UK’s historic ordnance?
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BL Krupps Gun Firing
ArtilleryFest 2018
Photos Courtesy of Geoff Smith
(see page 7)
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